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September 19, 2016 1:23 PM
IESO Engagement
FW: MRWG –Next Meeting - Start Time Change

To accommodate the agenda items for next week’s MRWG meeting, we will begin the meeting at 8:30am
instead of 9am.
Thanks ‐ Ryan
From: IESO Stakeholder Engagement
Sent: September 09, 2016 11:26 AM
To: IESO Engagement
Subject: MRWG –Next Meeting

The next meeting for the Market Renewal Working Group will take place on 29 September from 9‐12 at the
IESO’s Adelaide Office. Much of the meeting will consist of a workshop/brainstorm session on market
evolution. This will involve interactive discussion of several different scenarios to identify plausible future
market evolution cases and to test the capability of the proposed market design to support that
evolution. Working Group Members are also asked to bring, for discussion, any comments they may have
related to the feedback questions presented at the last session; these questions are also included below. Please
contact engagement@ieso.ca to confirm your attendance at this session.
Sector Benefits:
−Which design enhancements or studies of IESO system other markets will be most informative for our study
and why?
−What indicative estimates or analyses would be most helpful for informing the benefits case?
−What do you see as the primary benefits drivers?
−What design elements should be considered to maximize market renewal benefits?
Implementation Costs:
−What specific design upgrades or other experience from other markets will be most useful to inform
implementation costs?
−How will the market renewal project affect your business costs? How should we qualitatively or
quantitatively assess these costs? Can you provide specific cost estimates?
Market Evolution:
−Are there other, very different “futures” that the market needs to be prepared for?
−What initial input do you have regarding why the market design does or does not need to change to support
market evolution?
Regards – Ryan King
IESO Engagement
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